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Cancer Support Scotland is a registered charity and relies on the generosity of legacies and donations
Registered Charity no. SC012867
to provide all its services free of charge.

Why your help is vital
Eighty-six people in Scotland
will sit down today with their
doctor and be told they have
cancer. Another 86 will sit down
tomorrow and be given the same
news. It’s a cycle that is repeated
every single day of the year. Over
30,000 people will have their
world turned upside down. Many
of them will not have heard
of Cancer Support Scotland and only a small, though growing,
number of them will have used our unique services.
By leaving a gift in your Will to Cancer Support Scotland, you
are investing in the future. A future where no-one has to suffer
alone. A future where there is always someone to talk to. A
future where people care about you and not just about your
cancer diagnosis. A future
We need your help
with a friendly face and where
support is waiting for you
for Cancer Support
when you need it most.

Scotland to be there to
support people dealing
with cancer and their
families as quickly as
possible in the future.

The NHS is not funded to
help people for the whole
of their cancer journey and
that is where Cancer Support
Scotland has a vital role.

We should be there when they
want to talk or when they
need an escape from their daily life. We want to show them ways
to cope by offering emotional and practical support.
More people are being diagnosed and surviving cancer thanks
to earlier detection and better treatment and, encouragingly,
further improvements will increase that figure.
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What your help can achieve
Value

Achievement

£2 Million

Fully fund an extension to our Centre allowing more
people quicker access to our services

£500,000

A full year’s costs for Cancer Support Scotland

£100,000

Fully fund the costs of the Cancer Support Scotland Centre
for one year

£30,000

Fully fund a podiatrist and all their equipment for one year

£20,000

Fully fund a counsellor for one year

£10,000

Fully fund costs of a community outreach
location for one year

£5,000

Fully fund our nail care service for a full year

£1,000

Provide a course of counselling for 6 people
affected by cancer

“The group support was most helpful. It
was good to learn we were all struggling
although our physical treatments were
successful. The workshops were well
presented and informal in a lovely
setting, the therapists were excellent.”
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Making Your Will
If you decide to leave a gift to Cancer Support Scotland in your
Will, we would always recommend you see a solicitor to ensure
your Will is valid and legal. A solicitor will be able to advise you
on how to write or amend your Will and how to make the of
most your Inheritance Tax Allowance.
Any gift you leave, large or small, will make a direct difference
to our work. You can leave a percentage of what is left after
you have looked after your loved ones (residuary legacy), a
fixed sum of money (pecuniary legacy) or even an item (specific
legacy). We promise that any gift you leave will be used to
support people affected by cancer.
Please ask your solicitor to record our full details, including our
charity number as follows:Cancer Support Scotland (Charity number SC012867) of 75
Shelley Road, Gartnavel Campus, Glasgow G12 0ZE

Honouring Your Memory
We have created a Book of Rememberance which will be kept on
display in our Center. Should you decide to leave a bequest your
name will be entered in our Book of Remembrance as our way of
saying thank you.
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If you have decided to leave a bequest to Cancer Support Scotland
in your Will, it would be helpful to know that you have.
It is important to remember that any pledges made are not legally
binding. They do, however, help us plan for the future.
You don’t have to tell us your decision – we respect your right to
privacy however knowing this information allows us to thank you
and keep you informed of our services.
We promise all information given will be treated in the strictest
confidence and we will not share it with anyone.

Name
Address

Postcode
Phone Number
Email

I have remembered Cancer Support
Scotland in my will by leaving:
A pecuniary gift (cash gift)
A residuary or percentage
share of residue (share of
my estate after other bequests
have been met)
A reversionary gift (after the
death of a spouse or relative,
a gift reverts to Cancer
Support Scotland)
Special gifts such as property
or shares (please specify)
Intended Value of Legacy:

£

I would like my donation to be
anonymous - Yes / No
Please indicate whether or not
you wish your legacy to remain
anonymous. All donations not marked
as anonymous would appear in
our Annual Review and associated
marketing materials.
Please return completed form to:
The Legacy Officer
Cancer Support Scotland,
75 Shelley Road, Gartnavel Campus,
Glasgow G12 0ZE
info@cancersupportscotland.org
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Our History
Founded by Sir Kenneth Calman in 1980 founded “Tak Tent” – an old Scots
Phrase meaning Take Care - a charity dedicated to supporting people
affected by cancer through complementary therapies and counseling
services that would complement the work of the NHS and make life easier
for anyone who had been affected by cancer.

1984
1980

Registered as
a Charity

Founded by
Sir Kenneth Calman

1999

1992
Moved to
Gartnavel Hospital

25,841 new
diagnoses of cancer
in Scotland

1994
1983
First episode of
‘Taggart’ is shown

1989
Berlin Wall falls
after 28 years

Nelson Mandela
becomes the first
black president of
South Africa

In a single year:
volunteers donated

13,510 hours
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1999
The Scottish Parliament is
re-instated after 292 years

The name was changed to Cancer Support Scotland
in 2011 in order to give clarity to what the charity does.
Since then we have moved into the Category B listed
Gartnavel Royal Hospital Chapel now know as The
Calman Cancer Support Centre. The building, which
features therapy suites, counseling, rooms, information
center was officially opened in October 2012.

We need your help
to ensure that Cancer
Support Scotland can be
there to support people
dealing with cancer and
their families.

Present Day
You leave a Legacy to
Cancer Support Scotland

2011
Name changed to
Cancer Support Scotland

2008
24 volunteers join
the team

2016
193 volunteers
join the team

Future Event

2013
Moved in the
Calman Center

2007
2002
Stirling granted
City status

Apple launch
first generation
of iPhone

2014
Referendum on
Scottish Independence

Future Event

“The fact that a family member
or carer is made to feel just as
welcome to share their experience
is wonderful.”
cancersupportscotland.org

75 Shelley Road,
Gartnavel Campus,
Glasgow G12 0ZE

“Here for you today,
so you can face tomorrow”
Our pledge to you:
• We’ll answer any questions openly and transparently
• This decision is yours to make and we will never
Put you under any pressure
• Family and friends always come first
– we fully understand this
• We’ll use your gift wisely and effectively
• You don’t have to tell us your decision – we respect
• your right to privacy
• You can come and see our Centre and hear more
about our work – just get in touch

0800 652 2531
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